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Complexity

Age Discrimination / Immediate
Detriment

SAB report
73% administrators believe the scheme to be
complex or very complex
66% of FRAs find decision making difficult
61% of members who responded only partly or
don’t understand their benefits.

Matthews (Special Members
Second Options Exercise)

TPR Survey
84% of responses believe the complexity of the
scheme is a barrier to improvement

Pensionable Pay
Ill-Health

Government Direction
on Remedy
1. How should the
transitional provisions be
made lawful going
forward?
2. How do you compensate
members who have
been subject to those
provisions since 1st April
2015
Dedicated age
discrimination page on
www.fpsregs.org

Unknown

CARE scheme
with
discrimination
protection

1992 Scheme

1 April 2015 to 31
March 2022

2006 Scheme
(Special Members)

Choice to receive
CARE scheme
benefits if better

2006 Scheme

Default scheme final
salary

Post Remedy

Everyone moves to
FPS 2015 at 1 April
2022

Final salary links
retained
Expected to operate
in exactly the same
manner for
transitional benefits

Deferred Choice

Final Salary
Schemes
Pre 2015

Immediate Choice

Known

Retirement

Pension would be
combination of
previous
entitlements

Known

Moving Forward
Remedy Period 1 April
2015 to 31 March 2022

Conversion of
CARE to Final
Salary

Unknown

Contribution and Tax
Adjustments
Members to be moved to
FPS 2015 wef 1 April 2022
Adjustments at retirement

HMT Policy
Decisions
Legislation
Timescales
Timing of Member
Choice
How will members
be supported

Pros and Cons of either approach
Pros

Cons
Immediate
Choice

Deferred
Choice

Immediate
Choice

Deferred
Choice

SAB Preference for DCU
Mitigates risk

Proposed defaults for FPS 2006 to default to FPS 2015 for
remedy period.

Possible opportunity for members to make indicative choice

Immediate Detriment
• Note issued by Home Office on 21 August
• Information note issued by LGA

• Issues raised by the note that FRAs will need to consider.
1. Legal Status and Powers to apply
2. Technical issues not resolved by guidance

Matthews
Special Members of FPS 2006
Case raised by O’Brien that service should be bought back to start date of
employment.

Likely second options exercise

Scope still being considered by legal parties

Pensionable Pay decision making
• It is a matter for each FRA to determine what is and isn’t
pensionable taking into account their contractual
arrangements, the regulations and all relevant case law.
• When making any pensionable pay decision, the reasoning for
that decision and what case law has been considered should
be documented

Blackburne Principles
Case Law
• Kent and Medway Towns Fire
Authority v Pensions
Ombudsman and anor, [2001]
OPLR 357

Payment should be calculated in accordance with a
firefighter’s ordinary rate of pay.
Payment must be ‘pay’ for work done under the contract
of employment.
Payment must be regular in nature, i.e. should be pay to
which the firefighter is entitled at the rate applicable to
rank / role.

• Norman v Cheshire Fire &
Rescue Service, [2011]
EWHC 3305 (QB)

It must not be one-off, as a result of an extraordinary
event.

• Booth v MWWFRA [2019]
EWHC 790

It must have something of a permanent nature.

Why is it not clear?
• The Firefighters Pension Scheme 1992 requires pay to be determined in
relation to the ‘performance of the duties of the role’. Under case law
(Blackburne) there has to be an ‘element of permanency’.
• The Firefighters Pension Scheme 2006 and the Firefighters Pension Scheme
2015, which are virtually identical, requires pay to be determined in relation to
the performance of the duties of the role but in addition the the regulations
specifically exclude an ‘allowance or emoluments paid on a temporary
basis’.

Dedicated area for resources

http://www.fpsregs.org/index.php/member-area/pensionable-pay

Ill-Health
• Ill-health is a combination of pension and workforce practice
• There are three stages to actioning medical retirement, these
are;
1. Employment Law considerations, and consideration of redeployment opportunities, this is traditionally managed by HR.
2. IQMP opinion
3. Retirement and Termination and calculation of benefits

Two Tiers of Ill-Health
Lower Tier
The firefighter must be permanently
incapable of performing the role of firefighter

Higher Tier
The Firefighter must be incapable of performing
regular employment

Regular Employment: means employment for at
least 30 hours a week on average over a period of
not less than 12 consecutive months.
References to permanency mean to Normal
Retirement Age
1.FPS 1992 = 55
2.FPS 2006 Special = 55
3.FPS 2006 & FPS 2015 = 60

IQMP assessment critieria
1.FPS 1992 At date of assessment
2.FPS 2006 & FPS 2015 permanently incapable of
regular employment until normal pension age =
60

Common cause of IDRPs
• Using the wrong IQMP form
• Not considering redeployment until after the IQMP decision
• Not scrutinising the IQMP decision properly

Understand the risks

Governance
Assurance rather than
reassurance
• Reassurance: when
someone you trust tells you
that all is well
• Assurance: when someone
you trust tells you what’s
happening; shows you the
evidence; encourages
questions and constructive
challenge; and allows you to
judge for yourself if
everything’s fine

To be informed and knowledgeable

Understand the data
Collect the right money at the right
time
What to do when something goes
wrong
Act without conflict

Key Features
Conflicts
94% have conflictspolicy
of interest policy (+9%)

98% have procedures to identify,

98% have access to knowledge & skills to properly

assess & report breaches of the law
Procedures
(+9%)

run scheme (0%)

to identify,
assess &
report
breaches

Access to
knowledge &
skills

Firefighters
PSPS total
Process for
resolving
payment
issues &
reporting

Procedures
for
assessing &
managing
76% have own procedures for assessing & managing
risksrisks1 (-4%)

82% have process for resolving
payment issues (-3%)

Procedures

94% have processes to monitor records for
accuracy/completeness
(+9%)
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55% have all of these in place (8%)
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TPR Governance and
Administration Survey Results

Lowest Proportion to
have all six in place
(55%)

TPR Governance and Administration survey.
The McCloud judgment was identified as a top
barrier (51 per cent) to improving governance and
administration.

Least likely to have 4 LPBs (31%)
Least likely to have
comprehensive risk
management processes
Least likely to have
administration strategy

The Firefighters’ scheme was more likely to cite
time issues (22 %) and resource issues (16 %) as a
barrier to automating the scheme processes.
More complaints entered the IDRP system than
other schemes, but fewer were upheld. Ill-health
eligibility was the most common type of complaint.

Second least likely to have performed
a data review

Complexity of the scheme was the most commonly
identified barrier for the Firefighters’ schemes (84
per cent).
The Firefighters’ Scheme was noted to have the
highest proportion of annual benefit statements
delivered in line with statutory deadlines (67 per
cent)

Firefighters’ Scheme
has lowest results in
TPR survey

Code of Practice 14
• Governing your scheme
1. Knowledge and Understanding
2. Conflicts of Interest and Representation
3. Publishing Information about managing schemes

• Managing Risks
4. Internal Controls

• Administration
5. Scheme Record-keeping
6. Maintaining Contributions
7. Providing Information to Members

• Resolving Disputes
8. Internal Dispute Resolution
9. Reporting Breaches of Law

Understand
Risk

Informed
Understand
and
the Data
Knowledgeable

4. Internal
Controls

1.Knowledge
and
Understanding

3. Publishing
6. Maintaining
information
Contributions
about schemes

7. Providing
information to
members

5. Scheme
Record
Keeping

8. Internal
Dispute
Resolution

Collect the
money at
the right
time

What to do No
when
Conflicts of
something Interest
goes wrong
9. Reporting
Breaches of
Law

2. Conflicts of
Interest and
Representation

What are the risks?

Risk
• At the 2019 survey 76% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes reported to
have documented procedures for assessing and managing risk
• The TPR research report 2018 commented that Fire schemes were less
likely to have risk management processes than other schemes.
• Is the risk register relevant and regularly assessed?
• The TPR survey shows those without risk registers record lower
performance.

Risk registers vs performance
Risk register

No risk
register

Have a documented policy to manage pension board members’ conflicts of interest

95%

86%

Have a register of pension board members’ interests

95%

86%

Held at least 4 board meetings in last 12 months

36%

0%

Evaluate knowledge, understanding and skills of the board at least annually

90%

57%

Have a succession plan for members of the pension board

55%

14%

Have documented procedures for assessing and managing risk

86%

14%

Reviewed exposure to new/existing risks at any board meetings (1+) in last 12 months

100%

57%

Completed a data review in last 12 months

90%

71%

Identified any issues in latest data review

85%

40%
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Age Discrimination: Deferred Choice Underpin
Risk considered the biggest factor in supporting DCU

Resources available to support immediate choice both at officer FRA level and administration

Risk about the levels of technology and information available to support decision making

Risk of knowledge being available

Risk of members making wrong decisions

Member Decisions

Overcoming
myths

Social
media
‘facts’

Missing
Information

PO-16555

Risk of Choice
Choice has been historically
hard to implement and
invariably led to challenge
across Fire and Police.
61% of members who
responded to SAB Fire
(England) review in 2019
only partly or don’t
understand their benefits.

• 2006 options exercise
• Option to move to 2006 thereby claiming
partners pension was not exercised
• Members unmarried partner was left without a
pension

PO-23014
• Uprating of widows pension (pre 1972)
• No record found of election to pay for a full half
rate pension
• Query raised 40 years after the event!

PO-22496
• Special member FPS 2006 options exercise
• Deadline missed by member, options window
closed by statute

Risk of undocumented / inconsistent decision making
Pensionable Pay

Eligibility

FRA decision making

IDRPs

Flexibility
Savings
Operational
People
Risk v demand

T
A
X

Abatement

Re-employment

Dual contracts

Ill-Health

Who is the risk register for?
• It is the Local Pension Board’s statutory responsibility to assist the scheme
manager in ensuring compliance, therefore the responsibility for risk sits with
the scheme manager, and it is for the board to ensure there is suitable
mitigation of risk in the form of a risk register and procedures.

How do you manage and recognise risk?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does your scheme make decisions
Do you know where to get advice?
How do you assess risk?
Key personnel
Administrator resilience
What Internal Controls are there?
Are the stakeholder relationships at the right level
How do you monitor IDRPs [SAB IDRP Paper]

Known areas of risk
Compliance

Two Pensions
Scheme Sanction Charge
Pensionable Pay

Cost of
rectifying
mistakes

From FRA Operating account
Regulations do not give guidance on correcting errors
Reputational

Legal Cases

Age Discrimination
Retained Firefighters access to the scheme prior to July 2000
Record vs Report

Breaches
Capacity

Administrator
Key person risk

To be informed and
knowledgeable

Skills and Knowledge
• No change between 2018 & 2019, 98% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes
report to have procedures to enable access to all the knowledge,
understanding and skills necessary to properly run the scheme.
• However when asked what was a main barrier to improvement,

35% cited a lack of resources or time
31% cited training and retention of staff and
knowledge

TPR Assessment Tool

Getting where you want to be…
High support
Supporters
Club
“We’re here to
support the
scheme
manager”

Partners or
critical friends
“We share
everything,
good or bad”

Low challenge

Assurance

Re-assurance
High challenge

Abdicators
“We leave it to
the
professionals”

Adversaries
“We keep a
very close eye
on the staff”

Low support

Encourages questions and constructive challenge
Support

Steward
ship

Scrutiny

Stretch

Strategy

Julia Unwin: The 5S’s in Governance

Support
• To encourage, a critical friend asks;

–Have you got what you need to do that?
–We ought to celebrate that?
–Encourages questions and constructive challenge

Six core principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess and mitigate your risks
Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Stewardship
• To protect and conserve their assets; a critical friend acting to guard access to
knowledge and a good name says;

–How can we preserve that knowledge so that we can still learn from it in five
years time?
–If a resource was removed would a risk be introduced?
–How would we cope if……
Six core principles
1.
Assess and mitigate your risks
–What do we expect
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Strategy
• Before making big decisions, critical friends listen to what others have to say,
consult experts and their stakeholders, and then say;

–Where could we be in five years time?
–What do we want to achieve?
–What are other people doing?
–Where can we gain access to resource / knowledge
Six core principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess and mitigate your risks
Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Stretch
• To challenge and improve an organisation, critical friends say;

–How can we improve?
–Why are we doing …
–What best practice is there?
–Have we thought of doing it differently?
Six core principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess and mitigate your risks
Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Scrutiny
• Critical friends that are scrutinising or examining processes say;

–What alternatives did you consider and why?
–What regulations or case-law did you use to make your decision and why?
–Have you followed guidance
–What is someone else doing?
Six core principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess and mitigate your risks
Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Understand the data

Firefighter Pension Schemes
FPS 1992

FPS 2006
(Standard
Members)

FPS 2006 (Special
Members)

FPS 2015

Compensation Scheme

Remedy

Protected
standard
members

Protected
standard
members

Protected special
members

2015 only

Benefits based on service

Pay

Protected
retained
members

Special Members
(Pre 2000)

1992
transitional

Protections for retained
firefighters with a qualifying
injury before 1st April 2014

Contributions

2006 standard
transitional

Service

2006 standard
retained
transitional

Final salary

2006 special
transitional
members

Opt-outs

What priority do you put on data?
• 94% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes reported to have a process to
monitor membership types on an ongoing basis to ensure they are
complete and accurate, an increase of 9% in the year
• However, the mean per cent of employers that provided timely, accurate and
complete data fell for the Firefighters’ scheme, which is a disappointing for a
single employer scheme.
• 76% submitted data monthly and electronically, albeit it was noted this had
risen since 2018.

• What processes do you have in place to improve data?

Remedy Data
Pay Data
• CARE Pay for current
protected members
• Final Salary Pay for
Remedy Period
• Include any temporary
promotion not
pensionable in FPS
2015
• For retained this will be
actual pay and full time
equivalent pay to
establish service
records

Service
Records
• Final Salary Service
Record will need recreating
• Maternity Leave
• Paternity Leave
• Parental Leave
• Authorised Absence
• Have contributions been
repaid to establish
service?

• Changes to hours are
recorded

Final Salary
• Would entitlement to two
pensions have been
established by a drop in
pay?
• Temporary Promotion in
FPS 2015 would be
treated as APB in Final
salary if appropriate
discretion is in place
• CPD payments in FPS
2015 will need to be
treated as APB in final
salary scheme

Opt-Outs
• Dependent on
consultation decision
• Eligibility Criteria needs
to be established
• Data needed
• Collate all opt-outs from 1
April 2014
• Establish reason for optout, ie auto-enrolment

Is data as expected
• Data held securely on software
– Reporting available on expected fields
– Employer data such as retained firefighter employment records

• Data provided on time and accurate to administrators?
• Processes to ensure the administrator is aware of entitlement
– Drop in Pay
– Additional Pension Benefits

Data Scoring
Measuring
• Do your processes work?
• Do you know what should be
provided (link back to knowledge?)
• What are the effects
• How is your score measured and
reported
• What is your action plan

Weighting
• Developed guidance to measure
effectiveness of processes across 4
categories
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data as expected
Consistency
Validation
Specific Processes

Weighting template
LGA Data Scoring Guidance TPR Data Measuring Guidance

Are you dashboard ready?
• A platform to allow savers to view all their pension pots through a single portal.
• DWP have consulted on dashboards. To be compulsory but public sector expected
not to join for 3 / 4 years.
• LGA response to consultation

• Pension dashboard call for input
• Further information can be found on https://pensionsdashboardproject.uk/

Data: Pensions in a digital era See the slides from DWP and Aquila Heywood

Collect the right money
at the right time!

Contribution Payments
• 82% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes reported to have a process for
resolving contribution payment issues

• Surely as a single employer there are no issues….

Calculation of correct APB rate as per circular FPSC 2/2008

Business as usual

Does your discretion policy require the paying of employer
contributions for different types of absence
Employer Ill-health contributions, do you know what's payable
Processes for contribution holiday

• Resources
Contributions Holiday
Pensionable Pay
Special members
Additional Pension Benefits (APBs)
The level of ill-health charge for FPS 2015
continues to be set at the rate that operates for
1992 and 2006 schemes as per finance guidance.
Four times final salary for higher tier and two times
for lower tier. [Bulletin 9]

Monitoring FPS 2006 special members by direct debit
Retrospection of pensionable pay decisions
Tapering

Remedy Contributions

Balancing contributions between FPS 1992 and
FPS 2015
Refund contributions between FPS 2006 and FPS
2015

Additional contributions for Temporary Promotion
to be treated as APB under FPS 1992 & FPS 2006
• Contribution Holiday
+ Returned to legacy scheme and would have been
entitled to contribution holiday under legacy
scheme rules

Additional balancing payments for CPD as an APB
in FPS 1992 & FPS 2006

- Treated as reformed scheme for remedy period,
contribution holiday period would need repaying.

Adjustment +/- for contribution holiday

What happens when it goes
wrong

Breaches
• 98% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes reported to have procedures to
identify, assess and report breaches of the law, this has risen from 36%
in 2015.
• The TPR administration and governance survey results showed that in 2018
only 2% of an identified 17% recorded breaches of law were reported as
material.

• FPS AGM TPR breaches presentation

Reporting Breaches

What can go wrong
•
•
•
•
•

Two pension entitlements
Failure to provide timely, accurate or complete data
Systems or process failure
Failure to maintain records or rectify errors
Failure to communicate

To act without conflict

Conflict of Interest
• 94% of Firefighters’ Pension Schemes reported to have a policy to
manage board members conflicts of interest, this has risen from 79% in
2015.
• The scheme manager must ensure there is no conflict of interest upon
appointment and manage any potential conflict of interest that may arise.
• Conflict does not arise by virtue of membership of the scheme or any
connected scheme, but means a financial or other interest likely to prejudice
the person's exercise of functions as a member of the board.

Conflict of Interest

• Identify

• Monitor
• Manage

Remember
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess and mitigate your risks
Encourage knowledge and skills
Know your data
Collect the right money at the right time
Record and report when something goes wrong
Act without conflict

Any questions

Disclaimer
• The information contained in these slides are the authors interpretation of the
current regulations.
• Readers should take their own legal advice on the interpretation of any particular
piece of legislation.
• No responsibility whatsoever will be assumed by LGA or their partners for any
direct or consequential loss, financial or otherwise, damage or inconvenience, or
any other obligation or liability incurred by readers relying on information
contained in these slides.

Thank you for listening!
clair.alcock@local.gov.uk
Bluelight.pensions@local.gov.uk
www.fpsboard.org&www.fpsregs.org
www.local.gov.uk

